Background {#section1-1539449215618625}
==========

There is growing use of cluster randomized control trials (RCTs) in health care research, with systematic reviews of cluster RCTs emerging over recent decades as the methodology gained credibility and prominence ([@bibr9-1539449215618625]; [@bibr15-1539449215618625]; [@bibr20-1539449215618625]). No one has reviewed the quality and reporting of cluster RCTs within occupational therapy, although methodological evaluations of occupational therapy RCTs have been published ([@bibr3-1539449215618625]; [@bibr4-1539449215618625]; [@bibr23-1539449215618625]; [@bibr28-1539449215618625]; [@bibr30-1539449215618625]). It is important to evaluate the quality of current studies to ensure robust research of this kind is being conducted within the occupational therapy profession, to identify the unique challenges and opportunities created by the evaluation of occupational therapy interventions using this design and to inform future research design.

Cluster RCT Design {#section2-1539449215618625}
------------------

Cluster RCTs are defined as having "groups or clusters of individuals rather than individuals themselves . . . randomized to intervention arms" ([@bibr15-1539449215618625], p. 3). There are several pragmatic reasons for selecting this design. In interventions or population studies, randomizing by cluster can limit the potential for contamination between study arms. For example, if someone in a helper role was given additional training, it would be impractical to randomly allocate their clients to receive or not receive the benefits of that training as the new information cannot be "unlearned"; this scenario would also be ethically questionable ([@bibr1-1539449215618625]). Researchers may be interested in outcomes at the cluster level (i.e., focus on change within and between clusters), the individual level (i.e., focus on change within and between individuals), or both ([@bibr15-1539449215618625]). Furthermore, there are convenience and cost benefits to investigating an intervention in clusters ([@bibr20-1539449215618625]).

Cluster designs have several implications for sample size calculations and data analysis. The individuals within clusters are likely to be more homogeneous than those from a sample drawn from the general population. For example, members of a family are likely to have shared eating habits, similar attitudes to health and recovery, or comparable exposure to environmental factors. These similarities necessitate a greater sample size than individually randomized trials, with adjustments made to the data analysis plan that account for clustering ([@bibr7-1539449215618625]; [@bibr14-1539449215618625]; [@bibr36-1539449215618625]). Failing to account for clustering increases the risk of Type 1 error (e.g., finding a significant difference where there is not one). The need to address and report these additional considerations was formalized in the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials extension to cluster randomized trials (CONSORT extension), which highlights the key areas to report on when utilizing this research design, over and above the reporting guidelines for a standard RCT ([@bibr6-1539449215618625]).

Occupational Therapy and Cluster RCTs {#section3-1539449215618625}
-------------------------------------

Occupational therapy focuses on "the nature, balance, pattern and context of occupations and activities in the lives of individuals, family groups and communities" ([@bibr8-1539449215618625], p. 8). The main aim of therapy is to enable the individual (family or community) to make occupational choices that "maintain, restore or create a match, beneficial to the individual, between the abilities of the person, the demands of her/his occupations in the areas of self-care, productivity and leisure, and the demands of the environment" ([@bibr8-1539449215618625], p. 8). There is significant potential for occupational therapy interventions to be implemented and investigated using a cluster design, such as with naturally occurring groups (e.g., nursing home residents, children in schools) or with therapists who are randomly allocated to deliver a novel intervention. Consequently, researchers need to be informed about the conduct of robust cluster RCTs.

This review investigated the characteristics and quality of conduct and reporting of cluster RCTs evaluating occupational therapy interventions. Guidance is provided for future research to promote robust design, conduct, and analysis of high-quality cluster RCTs in occupational therapy. Potential factors that may influence study quality are identified.

Method {#section4-1539449215618625}
======

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria {#section5-1539449215618625}
--------------------------------

We included cluster RCTs conducted prior to July 2015, reported in peer-reviewed journals, that evaluated an occupational therapy intervention. Studies were identified as cluster RCTs if sufficient detail was provided to determine that participants were randomized by groups (clusters) and the study was not quasi-experimental or non-randomized. Interventions were defined as occupational therapy if explicitly labeled as such or implicitly identifiable as such due to the developer or facilitator being an occupational therapist and/or the underlying theory being drawn primarily from occupational therapy and science literature. Interventions conducted by occupational therapists *or* those from other disciplines were included if the intervention was recognized as a valid occupational therapy intervention; however, interventions that were conducted by an occupational therapist *and* those from other disciplines were considered inter/multi-disciplinary and excluded. Articles reporting protocols and findings were included. No date limits were applied, full-text articles available in English were included, and no studies were excluded on the basis of quality because one of the review objectives was to provide a description of quality.

Data Sources and Search Methods {#section6-1539449215618625}
-------------------------------

Databases were searched in January 2015 and again in July 2015 to ensure completeness. Search terms were used in combination to systematically search titles, abstracts and keywords from the following databases: EBSCO---includes Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) Plus, MEDLINE, Health Business Elite, Psychological and Behavioural Sciences Collection; OVID---includes Allied and Complementary Medicine Database (AMED), Cochrane Health Databases, Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) Reviews, Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC), PsychInfo; PubMed; and SCOPUS. Specific key words and phrases used were "RCT," "random\* control\* trial\*," "random\* clinical trial\*," "OT," "occupational therapy," "cluster\*," "nest\*," and "group" within three words from "random\*." The first author also conducted a manual search of all references from included articles to identify additional eligible reports.

Data Extraction {#section7-1539449215618625}
---------------

The titles and abstracts were screened by the first author, who obtained the full text of those definitely or possibly meeting the inclusion criteria. All full-text articles, for which eligibility was clear or unclear, were screened by all authors and a decision made by consensus whether or not to include it. All included reports were reviewed by E.T., 10 of which were independently reviewed among C.H., P.K., and A.C.V.; one was reviewed by a fifth reviewer, completely independent of the authors as it was a paper written by them. Disagreements or queries about the reviewed articles were discussed between the authors and resolved by consensus agreement.

Data Extracted {#section8-1539449215618625}
--------------

To describe the range of trials, and potential moderators of quality ([@bibr9-1539449215618625]), we extracted data about the journal, sample, and trial design characteristics. Journal characteristics extracted were journal name, publication year, and endorsement of the CONSORT statement. Endorsement was rated as "present" if adherence to the CONSORT statement was indicated as compulsory or a preference in the journal's guideline for authors and "absent" if not mentioned. Sample characteristics extracted were trial location, clinical problem, and intervention. Trial design characteristics extracted were unit of randomization, number of clusters randomized, average cluster sizes (as reported, calculated, or planned), and whether or not a statistician was a co-author. Statistician co-authorship was deemed an indicator of active statistician involvement, and this criterion was satisfied if an author was identified as from a department/unit of biostatistics/epidemiology or mathematics or was clearly designated as a statistician or epidemiologist. When this was not possible to ascertain, this was recorded as absent.

To assess the quality of trials, we used five design and analysis recommendations, as reported and used by [@bibr13-1539449215618625] in a systematic review of cluster randomized trials in primary health. The five items were as follows: justifies the use of a cluster design; includes at least four clusters per intervention group; allows for clustering in sample size calculation; uses matching, stratification, or an alternative means of reducing chance imbalances at baseline; and allows for clustering in analysis. Data were extracted to evidence whether or not each recommendation had been satisfied. The authors deemed the original sixth item, "allows for confounding in analysis," to be superfluous as there were already recommendations to stratify or match the clusters if potential confounders were predetermined and to account for clustering in the analysis. It was agreed that any further chance confounding would not be specific to the cluster-RCT nature of the design.

To assess the quality of trial reporting, the 12 recommendations from [@bibr13-1539449215618625] were adopted, which incorporate requirements from the CONSORT extension. Recommendations were as follows: cluster RCT identified in the title, includes an estimate of an intercluster correlation coefficient (ICC), lists number of clusters randomized, describes baseline comparison of clusters and individuals, lists average cluster size, explains whether analysis is conducted at the cluster or individual level, reports on loss to follow-up of clusters, and reports on loss to follow-up of individuals. The last recommendation from [@bibr13-1539449215618625] stipulates reporting loss to follow-up of individuals from *within clusters*. However, a more recent article is less specific in this regard ([@bibr21-1539449215618625]), and the CONSORT extension specifies only reporting of "losses and exclusions for both clusters and individual participants" ([@bibr6-1539449215618625], p. 10). If articles reported on loss to follow-up of individuals *between study arms*, then that was considered adequate. Data were extracted to evidence whether or not each recommendation had been satisfied in full, partially, or not at all. Due to overlap between three of the reporting recommendations and the conduct recommendations (i.e., justification of a cluster design, explaining how the sample size and analysis account for between-cluster variations), these have been reported once only to avoid duplication. Furthermore, due to protocol-only reports having limited data available to report, they were reviewed separately with credit given where there was an explicit plan to address the reporting recommendations.

Risk of bias within the trials was assessed using a tool developed by the Cochrane Collaboration to measure low, unclear, or high risk of bias within and across trials ([@bibr18-1539449215618625]). Data were extracted to evidence these ratings. When the term *randomized* was absent but a randomization procedure was referred to, such as "drawing of lots," this was considered sufficient to confirm a randomization sequence had occurred. When allocation concealment was difficult to interpret, but it was evident recruitment of individuals within the clusters (not just recruitment of the clusters) was completed prior to randomization, this was considered a low risk of bias to the trial findings. When therapists providing the intervention were unblinded, but not participants, this was not considered to increase risk of bias as they were part of the intervention. However, therapists and participants receiving the intervention were considered to entail unblinding and to contribute to increased risk of bias. Potential risk of bias from incomplete outcome data was considered low if there was limited data loss (\<5%; [@bibr19-1539449215618625]), if reasons for missing outcome data were unlikely to be related to the outcome, and if an intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis was conducted.

Analysis of quality, reporting, and risk of bias focused on the primary outcome(s) for each study. When more than one article reported on the same study (e.g., protocol and findings), the combined data were used and the best data examples extracted.

Analysis {#section9-1539449215618625}
--------

We present descriptive statistics of trial characteristics, grouped by journal, sample, and trial design. For each of the quality and reporting items, we report the outcomes for each study and the percentage of studies that fulfilled each criterion. Risk of bias judgments is presented across and within studies. To explore potential moderators of quality, we planned to present year of publication (pre/post publication of the CONSORT extension), endorsement of the CONSORT statement and involvement of a statistician, and the number (and percentage) of studies adhering to three key items reflecting major methodological issues with the validity of cluster RCTs. These items were accounting for clustering in sample size, accounting for clustering in data analysis, and potential selection bias ([@bibr9-1539449215618625]), determined by risk of bias related to allocation concealment.

Results {#section10-1539449215618625}
=======

Trial Characteristics and Interventions {#section11-1539449215618625}
---------------------------------------

In this review, 18 manuscripts were included reporting on 14 clinical trials from seven different counties, and from a range of allied health, medical, and condition-oriented journals ([Figure 1](#fig1-1539449215618625){ref-type="fig"}). Four were protocols for studies with findings yet to be reported. Studies were published from 2006 onward, 12 in journals that endorsed the CONSORT statement and 11 had statistician involvement ([Table 1](#table1-1539449215618625){ref-type="table"}).

![PRISMA flow diagram of the identification process for the sample of 18 articles describing cluster RCTs included in this review.\
*Note.* OT = occupational therapy; PRISMA = preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses; RCTs = randomized control trials.](10.1177_1539449215618625-fig1){#fig1-1539449215618625}

###### 

Characteristics of Studies Included in Review.

![](10.1177_1539449215618625-table1)

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                                            Article characteristics                           Sample characteristics       Trial design characteristics                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------- --------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -----
  Full studies in alphabetical order (except where protocol and finding reports are grouped and had different first authors)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  1                                                                                                                            Bundy        *Australian Occupational Therapy Journal*         [@bibr5-1539449215618625]    ✓                              Australia            Public health\        Play materials in schools and parent/teacher education                  Schools                                            12 (6:6)                           18.4^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^     Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Children                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                               Engelen      *Preventative Medicine*                           [@bibr16-1539449215618625]   ✓                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  2                                                                                                                            Dopp\        *BMC Geriatrics*                                  [@bibr10-1539449215618625]   ✓                              The Netherlands      Dementia\             Combined implementation of COTiD training vs. standard COTiD training   Nursing homes; hospitals; mental health services   45 (17 control: 28 intervention)   2.10^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^     Yes
                                                                                                                               (Protocol)                                                                                                                                      Older persons                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                               Dopp         *Clinical Rehabilitation*                         [@bibr11-1539449215618625]   ✓                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  3                                                                                                                            Eklund       *Scandinavian Journal of Occupational Therapy*    [@bibr12-1539449215618625]   ✓                              Sweden               Mental health\        Enriched day program vs. standard day program                           Psychiatric day centers                            8 (4:4)                            54?^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^      No
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  4                                                                                                                            Eyssen       *Disability and Rehabilitation*                   [@bibr17-1539449215618625]   ✓                              The Netherlands      Multiple sclerosis\   Client-centered vs. traditional occupational therapy                    Hospital; Rehab centers                            13 (7 control; 6 intervention)     19.9^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^     Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  5                                                                                                                            Law\         *BMC Paediatrics*                                 [@bibr24-1539449215618625]   ✓                              Canada               Cerebral\             Child-focused vs. task-focused occupational therapy                     Therapist                                          79                                 1.77                                                            Yes
                                                                                                                               (Protocol)                                                                                                                                      palsy\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Children                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                               Law          *Developmental Medicine and Child Neurology*      [@bibr25-1539449215618625]   ✓                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  6                                                                                                                            Mozley       *Aging and Mental Health*                         [@bibr29-1539449215618625]   X                              The United Kingdom   Depression\           Care home activity project                                              Residential care homes                             8 (4:4)                            17.88^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^    No
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Older people                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  7                                                                                                                            Sackley\     *BMC Neurology*                                   [@bibr31-1539449215618625]   ✓                              The United Kingdom   Stroke\               Occupational therapy vs. TAU (no occupational therapy)                  Stroke-related disability care homes               228 (114:114)                      4.6^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^\     Yes
                                                                                                                               (protocol)                                                                                                                                      Adults                                                                                                                                                                              4=median                                                        

                                                                                                                               Sackley      *The BMJ*                                         [@bibr33-1539449215618625]   ✓                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  8                                                                                                                            Sackley      *Stroke*                                          [@bibr32-1539449215618625]   ✓                              The United Kingdom   Stroke\               Occupational therapy vs. TAU (no occupational therapy)                  Stroke-related disability care homes               12 (6:6)                           9.8^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^      Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  9                                                                                                                            Taylor       *Clinical Rehabilitation*                         [@bibr35-1539449215618625]   ✓                              New Zealand          Stroke\               COPM to structure goal-setting vs. traditional goal-setting             Inpatient rehabilitation centers                   4 (2:2)                            10.25^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^\   No
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                              9-11.5=\                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   medians                                                         

  10                                                                                                                           Wenborn      *International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry*   [@bibr38-1539449215618625]   X                              The United Kingdom   Dementia\             Enriched day program                                                    Care homes                                         16 (8:8)                           13.13^[a](#table-fn2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table-fn"}^    Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Protocols                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  1                                                                                                                            Barzel       *Trials*                                          [@bibr2-1539449215618625]    ✓                              Germany              Stroke\               HOMECIMT vs. TAU                                                        Practice centers                                   48 (24:24)                         3                                                               Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  2                                                                                                                            Killaspy     *BMC Psychiatry*                                  [@bibr22-1539449215618625]   ✓                              The United Kingdom   Mental health\        GetREAL staff training                                                  Mental Health Rehabilitation Centers               40 (20:20)                         12                                                              Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  3                                                                                                                            McCluskey    *International Journal of Stroke*                 [@bibr26-1539449215618625]   ✓                              Australia            Stroke\               Out and About Program vs. written clinical guidelines                   Community teams                                    20 (10:10)                         15                                                              Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Adults                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  4                                                                                                                            Tokolahi     *BMC Psychology*                                  [@bibr37-1539449215618625]   ✓                              New Zealand          Public health\        Kia Piki te Hauora                                                      Schools                                            14 (7:7)                           11                                                              Yes
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Children                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note.* COTiD = Community occupational therapy in Dementia; TAU = treatment as usual; COPM = Canadian occupational performance measure; HOMECIMT = Modified home-based constraint induced movement therapy; GetREAL = Staff training to increase service user engagement.

Average cluster sizes calculated based on *n*/number of clusters.

Three of the interventions were enriched day programs aimed at increasing engagement and participation in meaningful occupations; three involved educating staff about new treatment approaches. The median number of clusters randomized was 15 (range = 2-228) with the median of the average cluster sizes being 11.5 (range = 1.77-54; x\~=13.8).

Due to differing expectations between what can and should be reported in a full-trial report (*n* = 10) and a protocol (*n* = 4), these are separated out in each of the tables.

Trial Quality {#section12-1539449215618625}
-------------

[Table 2](#table2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table"} presents adherence of the studies to the conduct recommendations. Having at least four clusters per study arm was achieved in 86% of the studies (*n* = 12), and stratification or matching was achieved in 79% (*n* = 11). The remaining three recommendations---justification for using a cluster design, allowing for clustering in the sample size calculation and in the analysis---were achieved in 79% of the studies (*n* = 11).

###### 

Conduct and Reporting of Recommendations Within and Between Trials.

![](10.1177_1539449215618625-table2)

                                                                        Full studies in alphabetical order (except where protocol and finding reports are grouped and had different first authors)   Protocols                                                                                        
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----- ------- ------- ------ ------- -------
  Trial conduct recommendations                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
   Justification of use of clustered design                             ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     ✓       ---     ---     ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ✓       ✓      ✓       ✓
   At least four clusters per intervention group                        ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ---   ✓       ✓       ✓      ✓       ✓
   Allows for clustering in sample size calculation                     ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     ✓       ✓       ✓       ---     ✓       ---   ✓       ✓       ✓      ✓       ✓
   Uses matching or stratification                                      ---                                                                                                                          Strat       Strat   Strat   Strat   Match   Strat   Strat   ---   Match   Strat   ---    Minim   Strat
   Allows for clustering in analysis                                    ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     ✓       ---     ---     ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ✓       ✓      ✓       ✓
  Trial reporting recommendations                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   Identified as a cluster RCT in the title                             ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     ✓       ✓       ---     ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ✓       ✓      ---     ✓
   Includes estimate of ICC                                             0.04                                                                                                                         0.05        ---     DE      0.1     ---     ---     0.37    ---   0.05    0.05    0.04   0.01    DE
   Lists number of clusters randomized                                  ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ✓       ✓      ✓       ✓
   Describes baseline comparison of clusters                            ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     P       ---     ✓       ✓       ✓       ---   ---     ---     ---    ---     ---
   Describes baseline comparison of individuals                         ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ---     ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ---     ---    ---     ---
   Lists average cluster size                                           ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ✓       ✓      ✓       ✓
   Explains whether analysis conducted at cluster or individual level   Ind                                                                                                                          Clu         Ind     Ind     Ind     Ind     Ind     Ind     Ind   Ind     Ind     Clu    Clu     Ind
   Reports on loss to follow-up of clusters                             ✓                                                                                                                            ✓           ✓       ✓       ---     ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ---     ---    ---     ---
   Reports on loss to follow-up of individuals within clusters          ---                                                                                                                          ✓           ---     ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓       ✓     ✓       ---     ---    ---     ---

*Note.* X = recommendation not satisfied; ✓ = recommendation satisfied; ICC = intercluster correlation coefficient; DE = design effect; P = recommendation partially satisfied; Strat = stratified; Match = matching; RCTs = randomized control trials; Ind = individual outcomes; Clu = cluster outcomes; NA = not applicable.

Trial Reporting {#section13-1539449215618625}
---------------

All 10 studies explained whether analysis was conducted at the individual or cluster level (see [Table 2](#table2-1539449215618625){ref-type="table"}). Eight studies were identified as cluster RCTs in the title (80%), and one was identified as a cluster RCT in the abstract ([@bibr29-1539449215618625]). In the remaining study, the unit of randomization was acknowledged as occurring by cluster in the methods section ([@bibr12-1539449215618625]). Five studies reported an ICC (range = 0.04-0.37) used to calculate the sample size (50%), and one reported the calculated design effect, for which an ICC must have been assumed ([@bibr17-1539449215618625]). All studies explicitly listed the number of clusters randomized and reported an average cluster size or sufficient information to calculate one. Most studies described a baseline comparison of individuals (90%); however, only five described the baseline comparison of clusters (50%). Nine reported on loss to follow-up of clusters or made it clear no clusters were lost (90%); eight reported on loss to follow-up of individuals from between the study arms (80%).

Four protocol reports were reviewed, of which three identified as cluster RCTs in the title. Three protocols provided ICCs (range = 0.01-0.05), and one provided a design effect ([@bibr37-1539449215618625]). As these were protocols, there were no data to report when describing baseline comparisons; all four described inclusion and exclusion criteria for the clusters; however, prior to recruitment and randomization, comparison between the study arms was not feasible. Three of the studies reported inclusion and exclusion criteria for the participants, with three explicitly stating that baseline demographics of individuals would be collected and reported. Similarly, reporting on loss to follow-up is limited by lack of data to report, and none of the protocols made explicit statements about how loss of clusters might be reported. One did identify that recruitment had been increased to accommodate probable loss to follow-up of clusters ([@bibr22-1539449215618625]). None of the protocols explicitly stated that loss to follow-up of individuals would be reported; however, three of the protocols made explicit statements about using ITT analysis, and two planned to investigate missing data.

Trial Risk of Bias {#section14-1539449215618625}
------------------

Eight of the 14 studies reported use of appropriate random sequence generation (57%; see [Table 3](#table3-1539449215618625){ref-type="table"}). Allocation concealment was conducted in a manner suggesting low risk of bias in 11 studies (79%); one revealed allocation to assist with recruitment ([@bibr35-1539449215618625]); the remaining two did not provide sufficient information to determine whether allocation concealment had occurred.

###### 

Risk of Bias Within and Across Studies.

![](10.1177_1539449215618625-table3)

  Studies                                                                                                                      Random sequence generation               Allocation concealment                   Blinding of participants and personnel   Blinding of outcome assessment           Incomplete outcome data                  Selective reporting
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Full studies in alphabetical order (except where protocol and finding reports are grouped and had different first authors)                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  [@bibr5-1539449215618625], [@bibr16-1539449215618625]                                                                        ?                                        ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr10-1539449215618625], [@bibr11-1539449215618625]                                                                       ?                                        ?                                        ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr12-1539449215618625]                                                                                                   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ?                                        ?                                        ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr17-1539449215618625]                                                                                                   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ?                                        ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr24-1539449215618625], [@bibr25-1539449215618625]                                                                       ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr29-1539449215618625]                                                                                                   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ?                                        ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr32-1539449215618625]                                                                                                   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ?                                        ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
  [@bibr31-1539449215618625], [@bibr33-1539449215618625]                                                                       ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)   ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg)
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*Note.* ? = risk of bias unclear; ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img1.jpg) = low risk of bias; ![](10.1177_1539449215618625-img2.jpg) = high risk of bias.

Blinding of participants and personnel was the most frequently rated item for potential risk of bias, with 12 studies judged to be at high risk of unblinding because participants were not blinded to allocation (86%). Outcome assessors were blinded to participant and cluster allocation in nine studies (65%), of which four planned or reported an assessment of whether or not blinding had been upheld. In two studies, the outcome assessors were unblinded (14%), and the remaining three studies did not provide sufficient information to determine whether or not blinding of outcome assessors occurred.

Incomplete data were reported to be managed in such a way as to minimize bias in seven of the studies (50%). Two of the studies were rated as having potentially high risk of bias regarding incomplete data (14%) due to a high proportion of missing data, and variability and lack of clarity in how missing data were imputed. Thirty-six percent of the studies (five) did not provide sufficient information for a decision to be made. All of the studies identified a primary outcome to be measured, and these were all reported in the 10 findings reports, resulting in the risk of bias due to selective reporting being rated *low* for all 14 studies.

Moderators of Trial Quality and Reporting {#section15-1539449215618625}
-----------------------------------------

All of the studies post-dated the 2004 CONSORT extension, and only two articles appeared in the same journal; therefore, these factors were not appropriate to explore as potential moderators of quality. We included 10 primary reports in nine journals, of which eight endorsed the CONSORT statement and seven had a statistician as a co-author (see [Table 4](#table4-1539449215618625){ref-type="table"}). All three quality items appeared to be positively associated with studies involving a statistician compared with those without. Adherence to one of the quality items (accounting for clustering in the analysis) appeared to be associated with studies that endorsed the CONSORT statement. These findings could not be confirmed through statistical analysis due to insufficient sample size.

###### 

Number (Percentage) of Studies Adhering to Quality Criteria by Key Characteristics.

![](10.1177_1539449215618625-table4)

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Criterion                                                           Total (*n* = 10)   Statistician involvement   CONSORT endorsed                                                                
  ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------------- ------------------ -------- ------- -------- ------- -------- ------- --------- --------
  Allows for clustering in sample size calculation                    7                  \(70\)                     6                  \(86\)   1       \(33\)   5       \(63\)   2       \(100\)   

  Allows for clustering in analysis                                   7                  \(70\)                     6                  \(86\)   1       \(33\)   6       \(75\)   1       \(50\)    

  Recruitment bias as determined by level of allocation concealment   Low\               8\                         (80)\              6\       (86)\   2\       (66)\   6\       (75)\   2\        (100)\
                                                                      High\              1\                         (10)\              0\       (0)\    1\       (33)\   1\       (13)\   0\        (0)\
                                                                      Unclear            1                          (10)               1        (14)    0        (0)     1        (13)    0         (0)
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Discussion {#section16-1539449215618625}
==========

This review was the first to evaluate the quality and reporting of cluster RCTs evaluating occupational therapy interventions. Occupational therapy researchers have been slower to adopt this design, with trials using the cluster RCT design being conducted and reported only within the last decade and mostly in the last 5 years. All the studies reviewed post-dated the CONSORT extension, suggesting this may have provided some necessary guidance and direction for researchers.

Several interventions were not overtly labeled *occupational therapy*, which creates challenges for combining and reviewing intervention quality and assembling sufficient evidence of quality to justify occupational therapy interventions. In all but one of the studies where a justification for cluster randomization was provided, the reason for selecting a cluster RCT design was to prevent contamination. Clear justification for the use of a cluster RCT is important for defending methodological choices and for informing prospective researchers about important considerations of this design. No studies in this review were identified as using a cluster RCT design but reporting a standard RCT design, although it is possible the search strategy may not have identified such studies.

Describing the baseline comparison between clusters is important for identifying any chance imbalances that could potentially bias the findings ([@bibr13-1539449215618625]); half of the 10 full studies reviewed provided this information. This omission may be because of high compliance with the use of stratification or matching to minimize the likelihood of chance imbalances at baseline.

The quality of the studies reviewed was reasonable, with adherence to quality indicators ranging from 79% to 86%. This review found more than three quarters of studies accounted for clustering in the sample size calculation (79%), which was superior to cluster RCTs conducted over a similar period in other health research (adherence range = 36%-65%; [@bibr9-1539449215618625]). However, lack of adherence was observed for reporting an ICC or DE, which is required to determine a sample size that accounts for clustering. Half of the full trials reported an ICC or DE, although all of the protocols did. In one protocol, the ICC was based on a pilot study ([@bibr26-1539449215618625]); however, for the remainder, an evidence-based justification for how the ICC had been established was not described. Of the five studies that did not report an ICC or DE, three were pilot or feasibility trials, in which one of the aims was to calculate an ICC for a full trial ([@bibr29-1539449215618625]; [@bibr32-1539449215618625]; [@bibr35-1539449215618625]). Future researchers may benefit from basing their sample size calculations on similar ICCs to those reported in these studies if the context is similar to their population of interest. Although there was a wide spread of ICCs (0.01-0.37), the most common ICCs were 0.04 and 0.05. Overall, these findings suggest occupational therapy researchers have grasped the importance of ensuring their studies are sufficiently powered for statistical analysis and are largely following recommended guidelines to achieve this.

Accounting for the clustering in the analysis itself is a priority area for improving future research, with 79% adherence to this quality criterion falling at the lower range of comparable studies, where adherence ranged between 78% and 88% ([@bibr9-1539449215618625]). Most of the trials accounting for clustering in the analysis reported the use of a mixed effects modeling with the cluster as a random effect. One used tests based on adjusted standard errors ([@bibr32-1539449215618625]). This is consistent with the techniques described in a systematic review of cluster RCTs in stroke ([@bibr34-1539449215618625]).

All studies reported an average cluster size or sufficient information to calculate the average. However, this does not always translate to sufficient information being available to calculate the variation in cluster sizes if these are not fixed. Cluster size variation is important to consider in relation to sample size as it can significantly affect the statistical power of data analyzed in cluster RCTs ([@bibr14-1539449215618625]). Future studies can improve reporting in this area by stating the range of the cluster sizes and/or providing a coefficient of variation.

Potential risk of bias in the randomization process was identified in almost half the studies reviewed (43%), largely due to insufficient information being provided. This may reflect limitations in word allowances or decisions made in the editorial process.

One of the greatest challenges for complex interventions, such as occupational therapy, is the difficulty of blinding participants and personnel who are actively engaged in the intervention ([@bibr27-1539449215618625]). The two studies that overcame this risk either blinded participants to the type of occupational therapy received, client-centered or traditional ([@bibr17-1539449215618625]), or involved only unblinding the cluster guardians who introduced the experimental intervention to therapists as part of implementing best practice guidelines ([@bibr26-1539449215618625]). Participant blinding will continue to challenge researchers of occupational therapy interventions and should be acknowledged as a potential bias when the study design cannot overcome this.

Reporting on loss to follow-up of clusters was reasonable; reporting on loss of individuals between study arms was lower, and only one study provided additional information about the loss of individuals from within clusters ([@bibr33-1539449215618625]). This added information is valuable for enabling the reader to understand any patterns or potential bias that may have emerged, for example, if the loss of individuals was evenly spread across the clusters in one arm of the study but was all from the same cluster in the other arm.

It is worth noting that although the recommendations arising from this review are reported independently, on many occasions, they are co-dependent. One of the quality recommendations---having at least four clusters per study arm---was not satisfied in one study due to the way randomization was conducted. [@bibr12-1539449215618625] reported using drawing of lots---a randomization procedure with low risk of bias---after combining the eight clusters into two groups and randomizing the groups. Although the authors acknowledged this was not "strict randomisation," in this review, the more significant consequence was on the effective sample size, which became only two clusters (one per study arm; p. 274). Our exploration of potential moderators suggests that statistician involvement is a stronger indicator of good study conduct and reporting than whether or not the journal endorsed the CONSORT statement. This supports the need for ongoing statistician involvement to ensure the quality of cluster RCTs.

Strengths and Limitations {#section17-1539449215618625}
-------------------------

We used rigorous searching and data extraction procedures to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of cluster RCTs evaluating occupational therapy interventions. However, trials not reported as using a cluster RCT design or as occupational therapy may have been missed.

Assessment of quality was based solely on information provided in published articles, raising the possibility that omissions are an artifact of restrictions in journal space. This may become less of a concern with increasing use of open-access, online journals. Although open-access journals are still limited in the field of occupational therapy, many of the articles included were not from occupational therapy--specific journals. Finally, the small sample size prevented statistical analysis of potential moderators.

Conclusion {#section18-1539449215618625}
==========

Quality of cluster RCTs of occupational therapy interventions is comparable with those from other areas of health research and needs improvement. Particular focus should be on identifying and justifying the use of a cluster RCT design and accounting for the clustering in the sample size and analysis. Where possible, involving a statistician is likely to improve the quality and reporting of such trials. Increased reporting of ICCs would improve the credibility of published research and aid researchers in estimating appropriate ICCs for future trials. It is also important for researchers to report a comparison of clusters at baseline and provide more detailed information regarding loss to follow-up from within clusters. To enable systematic reviews and meta-analysis of cluster RCTs evaluating occupational therapy interventions in the future, more detailed reporting is required and more interventions must be identified as sitting within the scope of occupational therapy.
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